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Strong Oversight and Governance
The Board is responsible for
determining the overall risk strategy
and risk governance, and ensuring
that the Manager implements sound
risk management and internal control
practices. The Board also approves the
risk appetite and tolerance statements,
which set out the nature and extent
of risks that could be taken to achieve
the Manager’s business objectives. The
Board is supported by the AC, which
comprises independent directors whose
collective experience and knowledge
serve to guide and challenge the
Manager. The AC has direct access to
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Robust Measurement and Analysis
The Manager’s risk measurement
framework is based on Value-at-Risk
(“VaR”), a methodology which measures
the volatilities of market and property
risk drivers such as rental rates,
occupancy rates, capital values and
interest rates. It takes into consideration
changes in market environment and
asset cash flows as they occur. To
complement the VaR methodology,
other risks such as refinancing and
tenant-related risks are also assessed,
monitored and measured as part of the
framework where feasible.
With the VaR methodology, risks are
measured consistently across the
portfolio, enabling the Manager to
quantify the benefits that arise from
diversification across the portfolio, and
to assess risk by asset class or by risk
type. In recognition of the limitations
of any statistically-based system that
relies on historical data, MCT’s portfolio
is subject to stress tests and scenario
analysis to ensure that the business
remains resilient in the event of
unexpected market shocks.
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Control Committee which meets

corresponding mitigating controls. The

Investment Scheme issued by the

fortnightly to review debtor balances.

information is maintained in a risk

Monetary Authority of Singapore (“the

To further mitigate credit risks,

register that is reviewed and updated

Property Funds Appendix”) and the

security deposits in the form of cash

regularly. The key risks identified

provisions in the Trust Deed.

or banker’s guarantees are collected

Risk Identification and Assessment

include but are not limited to:

from prospective tenants prior to
External Risks

Strategic Risks

To manage the impact of economic

MCT’s portfolio is subject to real estate

uncertainties in Singapore, the Manager

market risks such as rental rate and

conducts rigorous real estate market

occupancy volatilities in Singapore, and

research and monitors economic

specific factors including competition,

development closely.

supply, demand and regulations. Such
risks are quantified, aggregated and
monitored for existing assets and
prospective acquisitions. Significant risk
profile changes or emerging trends are
reported for assessment and/or action.

Operational Risks

commencement of leases.
Loss of key management personnel
and identified talents can cause
disruptions to the Manager’s business
operations and hinder the achievement
of its business objectives. The Manager
has put in place succession planning,
talent management and competitive

Comprehensive operating, reporting

compensation and benefits plans to

and monitoring guidelines enable

reward and retain performing personnel.

the Manager to manage day-to-day
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Financial Risks

Compliance Risks

Rigorous Monitoring and Control

Financial market risks are closely

MCT is committed to comply with

The Manager has developed internal

monitored and the capital structure

applicable laws and regulations in

key risk indicators that serve as an

of MCT is actively managed by the

Singapore. Non-compliance may result in

early-warning system to highlight risks

Manager and reported to the Board

litigation, penalties, fines or revocation

that have escalated beyond established

on a quarterly basis. At the portfolio

of business licenses. The Manager

levels. The Manager has also

level, the risk impact of interest rate

identifies applicable laws and regulatory

established required actions to be taken

volatility on value is quantified,

obligations and embeds compliance to

when risk thresholds are breached.

monitored and reported quarterly using

these laws and regulations in its day-to-

the VaR methodology. Refinancing risk

day business processes.

department presents to the Board

is also quantified, taking into account
the concentration of the loan maturity
profile and credit spread volatility.
MCT hedges its portfolio exposure to
interest rate volatility arising from
borrowings by way of interest rate
derivatives, and fixed rate debts.
The Manager also actively monitors
MCT’s cash flow position and
requirements to ensure sufficient
liquid reserves to fund operations
and meet short-term obligations
(see Financial Review & Capital
Management section from pages 42 to
47 of this annual report). In addition,
the Manager monitors and mitigates
bank concentration risks by having
a well-diversified funding base. The
limit on MCT’s aggregate leverage ratio
is observed and monitored to ensure
compliance with the Property Funds
Appendix.
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Every quarter, the Sponsor’s RM

Information Technology Risks
Concerns over the threat posed by
cyber security attacks have risen as
such attacks become increasingly
sophisticated. The Manager has in place
comprehensive policies and procedures
governing information availability,
control and governance, and data
security. An IT disaster recovery plan is
in place and tested annually to ensure
business recovery objectives are met.
In addition, network penetration testing
is conducted regularly to check for
potential security gaps.

and AC a comprehensive report
highlighting key risk exposures,
portfolio risk profile, results of stress
testing scenarios and status of key risk
indicators. The Board and AC are also
kept updated of any material changes
to MCT’s risk profiles and activities.

